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Sprint International Freedom - Call and Text Add-on 

 

How to Dial 

When placing a call from the U.S., or countries other than in the North American Numbering Plan, dial the 

international access code 011. Then dial the appropriate country code for the country you are calling, followed by 

the number you need to reach. For example, to call the US Embassy in London, dial 011 44 20 7499 9000. The 

country code for United Kingdom is 44. 

 

For the country listed below, we have defined dial codes that are included or not listed: 

 

• Dial Codes Not Listed - Dial codes not listed in ‘‘Included Dial Codes’’ will be charged $0.29 per minute for 

landline termination. 

 

• Included Dial Codes --- Plan minutes may be used for calling included dial codes without incurring 

international long distance charges. Dialing codes are input after the country code when placing an 

international call. The ‘‘Included Dial Codes’’ list does not display full telephone numbers. The telephone 

number following the country code must begin with the listed included dial codes. For example, if the listed 

included United Kingdon Dial Codes is ‘‘2’’, any telephone number, following the country code that begins 

with ‘‘2’’ is included. Another example is if the listed included United Kingdon Dial Code is ‘‘2074’’, any 

telephone number, following the country code that begins with ‘‘2074’’ is included. 
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Sprint International Freedom - Call and Text Add-on 

Plan Minutes Only Plan Minutes Plus Long 

Distance Charges 
Included Dial Codes 

Use Your Plan Minutes to Call the Following 

Dial Codes Without Incurring International 

Long Distance Charges 

Call to Landline 

for Included 

Dial Codes 

Call to 

Mobile* 

Croatia 385 No Dial Codes Included $0.00 $0.57 

 

 

*Check sprint.com/mobiledialcodes for list of mobile dial codes by country. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
International rates are subject to change without notice. Other terms: Sprint reserves the right to modify, extend or cancel offers at any time. Coverage 
may not be available everywhere. Offers and service plan features not available in all markets/retail locations or for all phones/networks. Pricing, offer 
terms, fees and features may vary for existing customers. Other restrictions apply. © 2014 Sprint. Sprint and the logo are trademarks of Sprint. 
Other marks are the property of their respective owners. 


